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We use inviscid simulations to study falling flexible sheets in the two-parameter space of sheet
density and bending rigidity. The basic behavior is a repeated series of accelerations to a critical
speed at which the sheet flexes and rapidly decelerates, shedding large vortices. The maximum and
average speeds of the sheet are closely related to the critical flutter speed. The sheet trajectories also
show persistent circling, quasiperiodic flapping, and more complex repeated patterns. For small
bending rigidity, the motion becomes less regular. At intermediate bending rigidity, trajectories show
a well-defined falling angle relative to the vertical. For larger sheet density and bending rigidity, the
overall motion is more horizontal. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3432128�

I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental instance of a fluid-structure interaction is
a solid body falling through a fluid, driven by gravity. Sev-
eral recent experiments, computations, and theoretical mod-
els studied a rigid solid body and interpreted some of the
dynamical states which occur using physical mechanisms.
The experiments of Belmonte et al.1 identified a transition
from fluttering to tumbling in falling flat plates as the
dimensionless plate mass is increased. These and other dy-
namics were explored in the experiments and simulations of
Andersen et al.2 Some earlier studies of the problem are
mentioned in Refs. 1 and 3. Using a fluid dynamical model
similar to that which we shall use, Jones and Shelley studied
the start-up behavior of flat plates falling and shedding vor-
tex sheets in an inviscid fluid,4 for different masses and ini-
tial angles. Michelin and Llewellyn Smith5 studied a similar
problem with point vortices instead of shed vortex sheets.

An interesting variation in the problem is obtained when
the falling solid body is flexible. Flexibility is important for
many biological examples of falling in a fluid, as in the glid-
ing of birds, bats, and insects,6–8 ballooning of spiders on
silk strands,9 and falling of winged and plumed seeds.10 Few
fluid dynamical works have considered the falling of flexible
sheets. Zhu11 simulated a flexible filament falling in a vis-
cous fluid �Reynolds number=150�, using the immersed
boundary method. This work showed examples of filaments
falling and flexing �some with nonuniform distributions of
mass density and bending rigidity� and identified a sideways
drifting motion.

In this work we consider flexible sheets falling in an
inviscid fluid while shedding vortex sheets according to the
Kutta condition.4,12 Previously, Nitsche and Krasny13 used
the Kutta condition to model axisymmetric vortex shedding
from the edges of a tube and found very good agreement
with experiments. Krasny14 and Jones15 developed methods
for two-dimensional vortex shedding from a rigid plate, and
Shukla and Eldredge16 gave a method for a plate undergoing
prescribed deformations.

The present work identifies generic falling behaviors us-
ing long-time simulations, for many initial conditions, over a
wide range of parameter values. In Sec. II we present the
model for this problem. Section III gives the results. Section
IV discusses the main results and relates them to previous
studies.

II. MODEL

We consider a flexible sheet in a two-dimensional in-
compressible inviscid fluid, which has been used previously
as a model for flapping flags and fins.12,17,18 Here we empha-
size elements of the model which are new and refer to
these previous works for additional background. The
body has length L, uniform mass per unit length �s,
and uniform bending rigidity B. The body moves under
gravity and the pressure forces of a surrounding inviscid
and incompressible fluid of density � f �here, mass per unit
area�. We represent the body, shown in Fig. 1, as a curvilin-
ear arc in an unbounded plane with position X�s , t�
= �Re���s , t�� , Im���s , t��� �s is arc length; −L /2�s�L /2�,
which moves according to

�s�ttX = �s�Tŝ� − B�s��s�n̂� − �p�n̂ − �sgey. �1�

Here g is gravitational acceleration, which acts in the
−ey-direction, T is the tension force which prevents stretch-
ing and compression while the body bends, � is the body
curvature, �p� is the difference in fluid pressure across the
body, and ŝ and n̂ are the body’s unit tangent and normal
vectors.

Since the fluid is inviscid, the boundary layers on the
two sides of the body are represented by a bound vortex
sheet with zero thickness and with strength ��s , t�. The vor-
tex sheets are shed into the fluid at the body edges, and the
strengths of the shed sheets are determined according to the
Kutta condition, which makes the flow velocity finite at a
body edge. Once shed into the fluid, the vortex sheets move
under induction from the bound and free vortex sheets ac-
cording to the Birkhoff–Rott equation.19 The vortex sheet
strength on the body is found by matching the normal com-
ponent of the flow velocity to the normal component of the
body velocity, at the body,a�Electronic mail: alben@math.gatech.edu.
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The P in Eq. �2� denotes a principal value integral. The terms
b�

	 represent integrals of vorticity over the �	 � free sheets
emanating from the body at s= 	L /2. Here ��s , t� is the
tangent angle on the body. In Eq. �3� the integrals have been
reparametrized in terms of the circulations �the arc length
integrals of vortex sheet strength� in the free sheets. The total
circulations in the 	 free sheets at time t are 
	�t�. The
reparametrization is convenient because circulation is con-
served at points that move with the free sheets �at the aver-
age of the velocities on the two sides of the sheet, given
below by the Birkhoff–Rott equation�. The regularizing pa-
rameter � in Eq. �3� is introduced to allow for stable compu-
tations of the discretized Birkhoff–Rott equation, as found by
Krasny20 and used by many others. For the computations
here, we use �=0.2, the same value used in Ref. 17.

Having solved for the bound vortex sheet strength, the
pressure jump on the body at arc length s is determined by
writing Euler’s equations on both sides of the body at s, and
taking the tangential component of the difference between
the equations,

�t + �s��� − ��� =
1

� f
�s�p� . �4�

Here �s , t� is the tangential component of the body velocity
and ��s , t� is the tangential component of the average fluid
velocity at the body.

Points on the free vortex sheets, which are curvilinear
arcs in the complex plane, move according to the Birkhoff–
Rott equation,19

�t�̄�s,t� =
1

2�i
	

−L/2

L/2 ��s�,t�ds�

��s,t� − ��s�,t�
− b�

+�s,t�

+ b�
−�s,t�, ��s,t� � Cf , �5�

which is modified by the regularizing parameter �. Here Cf is
the union of the free vortex sheets.

An important difference between the current model and
previous models is that the shedding of free sheets can occur
from one, both, or neither of the edges of the body at differ-
ent times during the computation. Shedding is defined to
occur if the velocity of the fluid, relative to that of the body,
is directed tangentially off of the body edge. In other words,

��− L/2,t� � �− L/2,t�, ��L/2,t� � �L/2,t� . �6�

If one of the inequalities �6� is not satisfied at time t, shed-
ding at the corresponding edge does not occur. If shedding
had occurred prior to t, the existing vortex sheet continues to
move according to Eq. �5� but no new points are added to the
sheet. Conversely, if one of the inequalities �6� is not satis-
fied before time t, but is satisfied starting at time t, a new
sheet is shed from the corresponding edge starting at time t.
At the edges which do not shed a sheet, the Kutta condition
is not applied and a flow singularity exists. This is the same
singularity which has been used to model the flows past the
leading edges of thin plates and airfoils in thin airfoil
theory.17,21

We now describe the nondimensionalization of the equa-
tions. We nondimensionalize all lengths by the sheet half
length, L /2. When the sheet reaches terminal velocity, the
pressure loading is balanced by gravity. Hence we nondi-
mensionalize the pressure jump by �sg. We define a charac-
teristic velocity U for the problem which has the scaling of
the terminal velocity, given by the Bernoulli equation �4�,

� fU
2  �p�  �sg, U = ��sg/� f . �7�

We thus nondimensionalize all velocities by U. Having non-
dimensionalized length, pressure, and velocity, we have also
nondimensionalized all quantities with dimensions given as
combinations of mass, length, and time. The dimensionless
form of Eq. �1� is

R1�tt� = �s�Tŝ� − R2�s��s�n̂� − �p�n̂ − ey, �8�

where the dimensionless body density and bending rigidity
are

R1 =
2�s

� fL
, R2 =

8B

�sgL3 . �9�

Equation �8� is equivalent to a nonlinear elastica equation
and requires six boundary conditions. For the present prob-
lem we assume free end boundary conditions at both ends,

T = � = �s� = 0 at s = 	 1. �10�

X(s,t)

ζ
−
(s,t)

ζ
+
(s,t)

g

n

s

FIG. 1. A schematic of a falling sheet �solid line� with position X�s , t� and
local tangent vector s and local normal vector n. Gravity acts downward
with acceleration g. A free vortex sheet �−�s , t� �dotted line� is being shed
from the edge at s=−L /2. In this example, the free vortex sheet �+�s , t�
�dotted line� has recently detached from the edge at s=L /2 and body has
proceeded downward.
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We briefly describe some of computational aspects of
simulating flexible falling sheets. The numerical method is
very similar to that which has been used previously for a
body clamped or driven at the leading edge. The method is
described in detail with convergence studies in Ref. 12. Each
time step has two stages. In the first stage, the positions of
the free sheets are advanced using a second-order explicit
discretization of Eq. �5�. In the second stage, the ordinary
differential equations �ODEs�, Eqs. �2�, �4�, and �8�, are ad-
vanced with the second-order backward differentiation for-
mula, an implicit formula. The ODEs are discretized spa-
tially using Chebyshev nodes, which are convenient for
inverting Eq. �2�. The free sheets are discretized with about
1000 points for the free sheets which are being shed from the
body edges. Fewer points �100–600� are used for the most
recently detached sheets. The number of points used to rep-
resent a sheet limits the possible length of the sheet because
the spacing between adjacent points should be smaller than
the smoothing parameter � for stable computations.20 In the
present work the spacing between adjacent points on free
sheets was maintained below � /3 �here �=0.2� by inserting
new points using cubic interpolation between existing points.
When sheets exceed the upper limits on their lengths which
are set by �, a small portion at the end most distant from the
body is replaced with a point vortex with the same circula-
tion; this approximation method was validated in Ref. 12.

III. RESULTS

A. Sample trajectories

1. Punctuated falling

We begin with examples which illustrate the typical be-
haviors of a falling flexible sheet. We first set R1 to 0.3 and
R2 to 24. In Fig. 2�a� we show the trajectory of the body’s
trailing edge when it is released from rest with a uniform
angle of six degrees from vertical. The trajectory is shown
from t=0 to t=300. The body travels nearly straight down-
ward until about t=10, at which point it begins to flex and
rapidly changes direction, entering a circular trajectory. Fig-
ure 2�b� gives a close up of the trajectory during this event
�boxed and labeled “b” in panel �a��. In panel �b� snapshots
of the entire body are shown at equal time increments. After
four turns of an inward spiral, the body spirals back out and
exits horizontally to the right of the panel. Looking back at
the wider view in panel �a�, the body then moves in a wide
turning arc that ends with the body moving upward. It decel-
erates and stops �shown by the upward cusp in the trajectory
near x=200 and y=−150�, and then starts downward again at
a steep angle. The process is repeated several more times,
though with different numbers of turns in the spirals and
seemingly random changes in direction after the spiral
events. In Fig. 2�c�, sheet snapshots are shown during a typi-
cal stopping event �boxed and labeled “c” in panel �a��. The
deceleration near the cusp is evident in the decreasing dis-
tance between sheet snapshots �given at equal increments of
time�. Figure 2�d� shows the body speed versus time. The
body comes close to its maximum speed of 38 several times.

At this speed, the interplay of body flexibility, inertia, and
fluid pressure forces cause the body to become unstable to
flexing. This is similar to the “flag flapping” instability stud-
ied in Ref. 17. As the body flexes, its profile width increases,
leading to a much larger pressure drag and a rapid decelera-
tion. The first such flexing event in the trajectory is shown in
panel �b�. The vertical lines labeled by �b� in panel �d� give
the time range of the snapshots in panel �b�, which covers the
initial flexing and rapid deceleration. The time range of the
snapshots in panel �c� is also labeled in panel �d� and shows
a nearly symmetric deceleration and acceleration.

For larger values of R2, the body rigidity stabilizes it up
to higher falling speeds. However, the body eventually
reaches the speed of the flutter instability, and the trajectories
are similar to that in Fig. 2�a�, but the straight segments are
longer. At a finite Reynolds number, viscous drag could
cause the sheet to decelerate before it reaches the flutter
speed. In this model we use an inviscid fluid, and study
falling behaviors where the body’s deformation in response
to fluid pressure sets its terminal velocity �as in Fig. 2�.

Figure 3 shows the trajectory with the same initial con-
ditions and body density �R1=0.3�, but a somewhat more
flexible body �R2=14�. In Fig. 3�a�, the trailing-edge trajec-
tory is again punctuated by a series of rapid decelerations
and changes in direction. Figures 3�b� and 3�c� show snap-
shots of the whole body near certain points in the trajectory,
boxed and labeled in �a�. In panel �b�, the body enters at the
upper right, flexes, performs two loops, and exits more hori-
zontally at the right. This period of time is demarcated by
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FIG. 2. Motion of a falling flexible sheet with R1=0.3 and R2=24. �a�
Trajectory of falling sheet’s trailing edge. �b� Fiber snapshots during and
after an initial flexing at t=10. �c� Fiber snapshots near a stopping event at
t=130. �d� Fiber speed vs time.
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lines in Fig. 3�d�, which gives the body speed. Here the
maximum speed is about 33, lower than in Fig. 2, because
the body is now more flexible.

2. The circling state

For t�100 in Fig. 3�d�, the speed oscillates about a
value near 20. The body has entered a persistent circling
state, shown by the snapshots in Fig. 3�c� for 100� t�115
�demarcated by vertical lines in Fig. 3�d��. In this state, the
body experiences a nearly uniform pressure force, which
bends it approximately into an arc of circle. The nearly uni-
form curvature of the body is approximately the same as that
of its circular trajectory, and after an initial period of signifi-
cant variation �shown in Fig. 3�c��, the curvature of the path
varies much less in time. The envelope of this circling tra-
jectory is shown in Fig. 3�a� as a straight line moving down-
ward from the box labeled “c” at nearly constant slope rela-
tive to the vertical. The body transitions from circling to
punctuated falling as it falls below y=−1100 in Fig. 3�a�.
Near y=−1500 it transitions back to circling, with an angle
relative to the vertical that is nearly the same in magnitude,

but opposite in sign, compared to that starting from the box
labeled “c.” The two circling states are symmetric relative to
the direction of gravity.

3. Quasiperiodic flapping

We now decrease the body rigidity R2 further, to 0.75.
Figure 4 shows the result. Starting at t=0, the body reaches
two local maxima in velocity �panel �c�� before flexing. Here
the maximum velocity is much lower than in Figs. 2 and 3.
For t�20, the body has nearly constant speed and executes a
quasiperiodic flapping motion, shown in Fig. 4�b� over a
period demarcated by vertical lines in Fig. 4�c�. There is a
net pressure drag associated with flapping �see Ref. 17� that
balances the downward force from gravity, leading to a
nearly constant speed that oscillates slightly on the flapping
period. The flapping motion appears to stabilize the body
against large net torques which would rotate the body and
change its direction. At different parameters we have also
observed less regular flapping states, which travel downward
at an angle to the vertical.
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FIG. 3. Motion of a falling flexible sheet with R1=0.3 and R2=14. �a� Trajectory of falling sheet’s trailing edge. �b� Fiber snapshots during a punctuation in
falling, involving bending and sudden deceleration. �c� Fiber snapshots during a circling motion. �d� Fiber speed vs time.
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4. Repeated patterns

Keeping the rigidity R2 fixed, and decreasing the body
density R1 from 0.3 to 0.2, we obtain the trajectory of Fig.
5�a�. The body’s falling motion is punctuated again, near a
maximum velocity of about 10 �Fig. 5�c��, significantly
larger than that of Fig. 4�c�. After decelerating, the body
frequently executes a “scalloped” path with a quasiperiodic
trajectory, shown in Fig. 5�b�. The motion is more complex
and less stable than that in Fig. 4�b�. During this period
�demarcated by vertical lines in Fig. 5�c��, the body’s speed
oscillates about a value near 60% of its maximum. Figure
5�c� shows that the body’s speed oscillates about a similar
mean value during other periods, when the body also follows
a scalloped path.

5. Elastic energy

We now consider the elastic energy of the fiber versus
time for the four sample trajectories we have considered so
far. This provides further evidence of the role of flexing in
the sheet’s dynamics. In Fig. 6 we plot the dimensionless
elastic energy of the sheet,

U =
1

2
	

−1

1

R2�2ds , �11�

versus time, together with portions of the velocity plots from
Figs. 2–5. In panels �a� and �b�, the elastic energy peaks at
sudden decelerations of the sheet. This is consistent with the
sudden flexing of the fiber as it decelerates. During the flap-
ping motion �panel �c�, t�20�, the elastic energy varies pe-
riodically about an O�1� mean value. In panel �d�, which
corresponds to a more complex trajectory, the elastic energy
is greatest during the repeated scalloped motion shown in
Fig. 5�b�. In most cases large elastic energy is closely corre-
lated with large decelerations of the sheet.

6. Vortex sheet configurations

We have so far plotted snapshots of the sheet alone,
without the vortex wake. In Fig. 7 we give representative
examples of vortex wakes for the dynamics we discussed.

In Fig. 7�a� we show the vortex wake �gray �blue online�
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FIG. 4. Motion of a falling flexible sheet with R1=0.3 and R2=0.75. �a� Trajectory of falling sheet’s trailing edge. �b� Fiber snapshots during quasiperiodic
flapping while falling. �c� Fiber speed vs time.
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FIG. 5. Motion of a falling flexible sheet with R1=0.2 and R2=0.75. �a� Trajectory of falling sheet’s trailing edge. �b� Fiber snapshots as it traces a scalloped
path. �c� Fiber speed vs time.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The elastic energy U �gray �red online� line� and
sheet speed �v� �black line� vs time for the four sample trajectories in this
section: �a� R1=0.3, R2=24; �b� R1=0.3, R2=14; �c� R1=0.3, R2=0.75;
�d� R1=0.2, R2=0.75.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� A vortex dipole �gray �blue online� dotted line� is
produced when the sheet �light gray �orange online� line� flexes in a punc-
tuated falling trajectory �R1=1.4, R2=10�. �b� The quasiperiodic flapping
state produces a von Karman wake �R1=0.1, R2=1�. �c� The circling state
produces a circular vortex wake that essentially traces the sheet trajectory
�R1=0.3, R2=14�.
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dotted line� produced when a moderately stiff sheet �R1

=1.4, R2=10� reaches its maximum velocity. The sheet en-
ters the frame at the upper right and as it begins to flex its
path curves. It then decelerates rapidly, straightens, and
moves off to the left. The vortex sheet wake at a single
instant is shown, for which the corresponding sheet position
is shown in light gray �orange online�. A vortex dipole is
produced, typical of that which occurs in the stopping and
immediate restarting of a thin airfoil. The stopping vortex is
stronger and contains the impulse lost by the body as it de-
celerates. In Fig. 7�b�, we give the vortex street for a quasi-
periodic flapping state, for which R1=0.1 and R2=1. An al-
ternating von Karman wake is produced, typical of flapping
motions.17 In Fig. 7�c�, the vortex wake for a circling state is
shown �R1=0.3, R2=14�. Because the sheet is nearly
aligned with its path, the vorticity is not as strong as in
panels �a� and �b�, and the vortex sheet does not move sig-
nificantly on the time scale of the circling motion.

B. Many initial conditions

The examples of Figs. 2–7 have shown some of the typi-
cal behaviors of a falling flexible sheet. A broad picture of
behaviors is obtained by plotting the trajectories for a given
�R1 ,R2� pair over long times, with many initial conditions.
Here we use 10–30 starting angles, ranging from 0 to � /2
relative to the vertical.

In Fig. 8 we show the trajectories for R1=0.2 and vari-
ous R2, given in the upper left corner. The scale of each panel
is given by the value of y at the lower left corner, which
labels the vertical position of the nearest dotted grid line. The
aspect ratio of the x and y axes is 1:1. The most flexible sheet
�R2=0.3� has the trajectories which change direction the
most rapidly. The typical curvature of the sheet’s path �and
of the sheet itself� is larger than at higher R2. A typical fall-
ing angle of about 45° relative to the vertical can be seen. We
quantify the falling angle more precisely subsequently, in
Fig. 15.
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FIG. 8. Fiber trailing-edge trajectories for R1=0.2, 10–30 initial falling angles, and various R2, given at the upper left of each panel. The y-value of the lowest
dotted grid line is labeled, at lower left.
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At this R1 and all others we have used, we encounter
computational and modeling difficulties when R2 decreases
below a certain level. For R1=0.2, we find that as R2 is
decreased from 0.3, the sheet bends more sharply, and moves
in a progressively less regular path, which is very sensitive to
instantaneous fluid forces. The consequent large accelera-
tions are difficult for the numerical method to resolve tem-
porally with reasonable computational expense. Also, the
model becomes less accurate because the radius of curvature
of the sheet is much smaller than its length so the sheet
begins to roll up or fold over on itself. In this case, the
assumption that vortex shedding is confined to the edges of
the sheet becomes unrealistic. Hence the results we present
are confined to cases where the body is more rigid and less
curved �body radius of curvature on the order of the body
length or larger�.

For the panels of Fig. 8 with R2=0.6 and 0.75, we find a
more regular motion with a scalloped trajectory, of which
Fig. 5 is an example. On a coarse scale the trajectories’
angles relative to the vertical are again distributed around a

characteristic angle of about 45°. The different initial angles
appear to have little influence once the sheet has moved
some distance below the release point. The horizontal direc-
tion of the paths appears to reverse almost randomly as the
sheet moves downward. We give statistical measures of the
motions, such as the mean falling speed, in subsequent fig-
ures. For R2=1.4, 2.4, and 3, the sheet paths are nearly
straight segments, interrupted by sudden stops and turns.
These are punctuated falling motions similar to that in Fig.
3�b�. For R2=4.2 and 14, the sheet covers somewhat more
distance between each occurrence of the flutter instability. In
general, the falling speed increases as R2 increases; this will
be quantified more precisely subsequently.

In Fig. 9, we give trajectories for R1 increased to 0.3 and
R2 over slightly larger values. Again the trajectories have
higher curvature at smaller R2. At R2=1, the trajectories
spend a significant length of time in a curvilinear falling
trajectory before entering a quasisteady flapping state akin to
that of Fig. 4, at which point the falling speed increases.
Here the drag in the flapping state is balanced by gravity. For
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FIG. 9. Fiber trailing-edge trajectories for R1=0.3, 10–30 initial falling angles, and various R2, given at the upper left of each panel. The y-value of the lowest
dotted grid line is labeled, at lower left.
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R2 ranging from 1.4 to 14, punctuated falling occurs. At
R2=2.4 a well-defined angle relative to the vertical appears,
but is not as evident at R2=1.4 and 4.2. The circling state
shown in Fig. 3 appears at R2=10 and higher. The circling
path becomes ever more vertical as R2 increases. For
R2=24, the noncircling portion of the trajectory is on average
more horizontal than at lower R2.

We now increase R1 to 0.75 and show trajectories in Fig.
10. The sheet inertia is increased relative to that of the fluid
and gravitational forces. The sheet falls more slowly, with a
more curved path than at smaller R1. There are significant
periods of nearly horizontal motion for R2=1, 1.4, and 2.4. A
quasiperiodic pattern occurs at R2=3, consisting of turns of
nearly 90° after the sheet travels about ten sheet lengths. The
state arises for various initial conditions, which gives evi-
dence that it is a stable attracting state. At R2=4.2 and above,
punctuated falling occurs. The motion is more horizontal for
R2=7.5 and 14, and the sheets persist in the same horizontal
direction as the initial state for longer periods. For R2=7.5,
some of the paths reverse horizontal direction after moderate

times, but none do so for R2=14. In each case, the paths
repeatedly show a particular shallow angle relative to the
vertical.

Increasing R1 to 1.4, we obtain the trajectories of Fig. 11.
The falling speed is again reduced and the falling paths con-
sist of more loops than previously. The sheet does not travel
in nearly straight paths for R2 less than 2.4. The punctuations
in the falling motion for R2=2.4 and 6 are smoother here
than at lower R1 due to the sheet’s increased inertia. At R2

=10 and above, the sheet’s motion consists of back-and-forth
turning motions �with little net distance covered�, followed
by periods of farther travel. In these periods the sheet either
moves in a shallow arc, resulting in a mainly horizontal ex-
cursion, or else more vertically downward, in punctuated
falling. Slight bends can be seen in the more downwards
paths, corresponding to the sheet losing stability at higher
falling speeds. At this point the sheet flexes slightly, sheds
larger vortices, and decelerates. The periods of farther travel
become less frequent when R2 is larger, but when they do
occur, they are of longer length.
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FIG. 10. Fiber trailing-edge trajectories for R1=0.75, 10–30 initial falling angles, and various R2, given at the upper left of each panel. The y-value of the
lowest dotted grid line is labeled, at lower left.
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C. Statistics

Having presented some of the diverse behaviors of
falling flexible sheets, we now quantify certain basic aspects
of the falling behaviors and their dependences on R1 and
R2.

1. Maximum speed

In some of the sample trajectories of Figs. 2–5, we found
that a flexible sheet attains its maximum speed repeatedly
during its trajectory. At this speed, the sheet becomes un-
stable to fluid dynamical forces, flexes, decelerates, and then
accelerates to its maximum speed again. We termed this be-
havior punctuated falling, and it defines the maximum speed
for most of the trajectories we have studied, particularly
those at higher bending rigidity.

In Fig. 12�a�, we plot the maximum speed over two de-
cades in R2, for eight values of R1 including those for which
trajectories were given in Sec. III B. For moderate to large
R2, many of the curves nearly follow a square root law:
max�v��R2. The maximum speeds decrease with R1.

The physical reason for the scaling with R2 follows from
the observation that the sheet flexes when it attains its maxi-

mum speed. We previously studied the “flapping-flag” insta-
bility in which an elastic plate aligned with a fluid stream
becomes unstable when the stream speed exceeds a critical
value.17,22 In these works the system was also defined by
dimensionless parameters: R1 was the same as in the current
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FIG. 11. Fiber trailing-edge trajectories for R1=1.4, 10–30 initial falling angles, and various R2, given at the upper left of each panel. The y-value of the lowest
dotted grid line is labeled, at lower left.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� �a� The maximum speed reached by a falling sheet
with given R1 �legend� and R2, over long times with many initial conditions.
At the largest value of R2 shown, the sheets’ maximum velocities decrease
monotonically with increasing R1. �b� The maximum speed rescaled by the
square root of the dimensionless sheet density, R1. The black dashed line

plots the scaled flutter speed �R1Ũ=�10R2.
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work, but the second parameter, which we now denote R̃2,

was defined in terms of the stream speed Ū instead of gravity
�which was not present in the flag studies�,

R̃2 =
8B

� fŪ
2L3

=
8B

�sgL3

�sg

Ū2� f

= R2
1

Ũ2
. �12�

In Eq. �12� we have shown that the dimensionless rigidity for

the flag studies, R̃2, can be expressed as the current work’s
R2 �Eq. �9�� divided by the dimensionless free stream speed

Ũ squared. The free stream speed is nondimensionalized like
all speeds in the present problem, by the characteristic speed
U=��sg /� f �Eq. �7��.

In the flag studies, we found that for R1�3 �which in-
cludes the cases considered here�, the stability boundary for
the onset of flapping was well approximated by the line

R̃2 = 0.1R1. �13�

In punctuated falling, the flexible sheet moves nearly tangen-
tially to itself before fluttering. It is thus similar to the unde-
flected flag in a stream. Hence we expect it to flutter at a
speed given by Eqs. �13� and �12�,

�R1Ũ = �10R2. �14�

In Fig. 12�b� we have plotted the maximum velocities from

panel �a� scaled by �R1; the black dashed line plots the

scaled flutter speed �R1Ũ from Eq. �14�. The simulation data
collapse significantly, but not completely, from panel �a� to
panel �b�, under the rescaling of the vertical axis. We find
that the dashed line fits reasonably well at larger R2, where
punctuated falling occurs. In all cases the observed maxi-
mum velocities exceed the black dashed line, which is to be
expected. When a flag is just above the stability boundary,
the instability takes a very long time to develop. The falling
body accelerates through the critical speed rapidly, and thus
continues to accelerate as the instability develops and satu-
rates. At lower R2, the graphs in Fig. 12�a� are more erratic
and nearly independent of R1. Here the sheets are more flex-
ible and bend at speeds well below that needed for the flutter
instability.

For smaller R2, the maximum speeds do not arise from a
frequently reproduced event—the flutter instability—but in-
stead occur as rare events. This accounts for the roughness of
the plots in Fig. 12 at smaller R2.

2. Average speed

The average speed obtained over many trajectories, in-
cluding those plotted in Figs. 8–11, is shown in Fig. 13�a�. It
is a relatively smooth function of R1 and R2, and grows ap-
proximately as the square root of R2 �the solid black line� at
both large and small R2 �except for the largest R1�. Scaling
by �R1 as in Fig. 12 collapses the lines well again, but we
omit the plot here. In Fig. 13�b� we give the standard devia-
tion �the square root of the variance� of the sheet speeds. The
standard deviation is generally 50%–60% of the mean. In the
punctuated falling events, the sheet repeatedly accelerates
from rest �or an intermediate speed� to its maximum speed. A

reasonable model for the dynamics is constant acceleration
from rest to the maximum speed, repeated many times. Then
the speed is uniformly distributed between zero and its maxi-
mum, and the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean is
1 /�3=0.577. This is a good approximation to the relative
magnitude of the standard deviation in Fig. 13�b�.

3. Average direction of motion

It is apparent that a flexible �or rigid� falling sheet does
not fall straight downward. It is therefore of interest to ex-
amine both the vertical and horizontal components of the
velocity.

In Fig. 14 we give the average and standard deviation for
the vertical and horizontal velocities. For the horizontal ve-
locity, we take its absolute value. Otherwise the mean would
be nearly zero, except in cases like those of Fig. 10 with
R2=7.5 and 14, where the initial horizontal direction is main-
tained for long times. We find that at intermediate densities
R1, the horizontal and vertical velocities increase with R2 like
a square root. At larger densities, the vertical velocity flattens
and decreases with increasing R2. This corresponds to the
side-to-side arcs seen in Fig. 11 at larger R2, and more hori-
zontal paths at smaller R2.

In all cases the vertical and horizontal velocities are
comparable in magnitude, indicating motions with moderate
angles relative to the vertical. In Fig. 15 we plot the average
and standard deviation of the direction of motion relative to
the vertical. The average angles range from about 0.5 radians
�or 30°� to nearly zero radians. The smallest angles occur for
larger densities, corresponding to the side-to-side arcs in Fig.
11 for which the sheet travels upward and downward almost
equally. The average falling angle varies relatively smoothly,
but not monotonically, with R1 and R2. It is perhaps more
affected by the particular dynamics in Figs. 8–11 than is the
sheet speed. The sheets with angles closest to the vertical are
those with small density and large rigidity. In Fig. 15�b�, the
standard deviation is given. It is sometimes significantly
larger than the mean, reflecting the presence of upward and
downward components in the corresponding motions.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� �a� The average speed of a falling sheet with given
R1 �legend� and R2, over long times with many initial conditions. The
sheets’ average velocities decrease monotonically with increasing R1. �b�
The standard deviation �square root of the variance� of the speed. The black
line shows a �R2 scaling. At the smallest R2 shown, the standard deviations
of the sheets’ velocities decrease monotonically with increasing R1.
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4. Distance traveled

Another basic question concerns the distance a flexible
falling sheet travels from its release point, as a function of
time. We attempt to fit the net distance traveled by a power
law of the form Ct�.

Figure 16�a� shows the average of the least-squares fit
exponent �, Fig. 16�b� shows its standard deviation, and Fig.
16�c� shows the average relative error in the power law fit,
over the 10–30 trajectories obtained by varying the initial
angle. The exponent is generally somewhat less than one. In
the punctuated falling model of a body constantly acceler-
ated from rest to its critical speed and always falling verti-
cally downward, the distance covered would be the integral
of a saw-tooth wave, or a piecewise quadratic fit to a straight
line. Over long times, the least-squares exponent tends to one
for this model. That it is less than one can be attributed to the
meandering path of the body. The body moves horizontally
in both directions, and for some �R1 ,R2� values, vertically in
both directions to some extent. Hence the body retraces its

path to some extent, leading to a somewhat smaller distance
traveled than in the vertical punctuated falling model.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the motion of a flexible sheet falling in
an inviscid fluid, with respect to its dimensionless density
and bending rigidity. The sheet trajectories show a wide
range of intricate structures, as well as a certain amount of
randomness, reminiscent of a study of flexible fibers in low
Reynolds number cellular flows.23 Here the randomness
arises also from the sheet’s flexing, as well as the sensitive
coupling of the sheet’s motion and its shedding of vorticity.
The maximum and average speeds of the sheets can be un-
derstood in large part from the fact that they flex at a certain
critical speed, similar to that of the flapping-flag instability.17

Many aspects of the behavior follow less clearly from a par-
ticular physical mechanism. The stability of circling behav-
ior, quasiperiodic flapping, and intricate quasiperiodic
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FIG. 14. �Color online� �a� The average horizontal
speed of a falling sheet with given R1 and R2. The black

line shows a �R2 scaling. �b� The standard deviation of
the horizontal speed. �c� The average of the vertical
velocity. �d� The standard deviation of the vertical ve-
locity. At the smallest R2 shown, the averages and stan-
dard deviations of the sheets’ velocities decrease mono-
tonically with increasing R1.
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patterns in certain simulations show additional generic fall-
ing behaviors. Future work will investigate the occurrence of
well-defined falling angles at certain parameter values.

We began this study with the case of a sheet initially
falling with an orientation orthogonal to gravity �similar to
the initial condition used in the study of falling rigid cards by
Jones and Shelley4�. We expected to find stable fluttering
states, where the body moves from side to side periodically,
as in Ref. 1. However, such a falling motion appears to be
unstable in the present model. Similarly to the study of fall-
ing cards, the vortex sheet no longer moves off of the body at
a certain time �either ��−L /2, t���−L /2, t� or ��L /2, t�
��L /2, t��, and the consequent detachment of the vortex
sheet results in an O�1� torque on the sheet, leading to an
edge-on falling motion. Based on our results, it seems that
the edge-on falling motion is the more stable or generic mo-
tion for this model. The body spends most of its trajectory
with an orientation close to its direction of travel �which, as
we have seen in Fig. 15 is often quite different from the
direction of gravity�.
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